In Vivo Delivery of Nanoparticles into Plant Leaves.
Plant nanobiotechnology is an interdisciplinary field at the interface of nanotechnology and plant biology that aims to utilize nanomaterials as tools to study, augment or impart novel plant functions. The delivery of nanoparticles to plants in vivo is a key initial step to investigate plant nanoparticle interactions and the impact of nanoparticles on plant function. Quantum dots are smaller than plant cell wall pores, have versatile surface chemistry, bright fluorescence and do not photobleach, making them ideal for the study of nanoparticle uptake, transport, and distribution in plants by widely available confocal microscopy tools. Herein, we describe three different methods for quantum dot delivery into leaves of living plants: leaf lamina infiltration, whole shoot vacuum infiltration, and root to leaf translocation. These methods can be potentially extended to other nanoparticles, including nanosensors and drug delivery nanoparticles. © 2017 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.